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Recent elections have delivered surprising outcomes. In the developed world candidates or 

policy options that were not anticipated to win, did so nonetheless. Developing countries too 

have seen an emergence of populism (Indonesia), a waning of historically dominant parties 

(South Africa), conventional or historical patterns of policy tensions (Brazil, Argentina), and 

strong challenges to historical elite monopoly control over power (Arab Spring). The stability of 

national and international institutions has been under pressure as a result. 

 

Explanations for these changes have invoked fundamental structural change. By contrast, in this 

paper we demonstrate that in a two issue, two party voting model the general case implies 

nonlinearities in voting due to interactions between the issues that influence voters. The 

implication is that modest changes in the composition of political voting units along standard 

issues influencing voting, may generate relatively strong changes in preference aggregation.  

 

We verify empirically employing South African 2009 ward-level national election data. Country 

choice is mandated since the election was principally between two parties (ANC, DA) along two 

interests (race, economic). Such historical platforms remain important - but we also show that a 

set of electoral wards that report aberrant electoral outcomes are associated with nonlinear 

interactions between race and income. Declining ANC-fortunes,  the relative rise of the DA and 

a party of the left (EFF) may be due to these small reconfigurations of ward composition, rather 

than fundamentally new structural forces. 

 

Results of the paper imply that relatively small changes in electoral district characteristics over 

time, can result in marked changes in voting outcomes, due to the interaction between the 

motivating drivers of voting behavior. This provides an alternative potential explanation of 

strongly dynamic changes in the expression of political preferences, without having to resort to 

structural breaks in the underlying drivers of political behavior.


